EQ at Work

iWAM Retreat

For Coaches & Consultants:

Urunga NSW (between the mountains and the sea)
1st-3rd December 2011
Walks on the Boardwalk out to sea

An invigorating and
balanced training
experience:...
Imagine retaining the rigor, the insights and skills
of the renowned iWAM Masterclass and also….:
● Training in an idyllic setting

Urunga - Bellingen Mountains

● Beginning the day with a walk along the beach and
Mindfulness Meditation
● Kicking off the discussions of the first session of the day
at the local ritzy Coffee shop
● Focusing the first 2 days (as you learn 48 drivers of work
performance) on clients, as well as yourself and your own
business. Create a personal stock-take and action plan
for building your business.
● Learning masterful debriefing and interpreting skills to
achieve Professional Certification in the iWAM System

Urunga - Accommodation &Training Rooms

● Receiving a $700 reduction in the overall Training and
iWAM Set up fee and enjoy excellent waterside
accommodation at no cost. Exceptional value.
● Experiencing ongoing support and team contact as you
incorporate iWAM profiling and communication skills into
your business

The GFC and doing it differently:
The GFC has been a mixed blessing for many of us, helping us to offer even better value and tap into the real needs of our clients. Our research
has revealed that our iWAM client participants were interested in a more relaxing and retreat type training experience, flexible and reduced
training fees and material that benefited themselves and their own businesses, as well being trained in a unique profiling system.
So…in September 2011 we piloted our first iWAM Retreat in the idyllic setting of Urunga (near Coffs Harbour NSW). We have re-grouped the
Training into a Retreat type experience with an added focus on Coaches own businesses. Finally, we have reduced the cost of the total Training
costs by $700 while also absorbing the cost of 3 nights accommodation. These additions have been engineered while maintaining the world
class material of the iWAM Master Class Certification.

iWAM Retreat
EQ at Work

For Coaches & Consultants:

Urunga NSW (between the mountains and the sea)
1st-3rd December 2011
The 3 day Urunga Retreat Certification Fee of
$2,695 + GST includes:
● 3 Day iWAM MasterClass training- including first 2 days
focusing on your own business
● Setup of your personalised iWAM Profiling and reporting system
with your business logo
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● 3 iWAM (profiling) Credits
● Personal iWAM Profile
● Certification fee
● IWAM Text: Decoding Behaviour to Improve Results,
By Prof. Carl Harshman
● Complete set of iWAM Marketing materials to kick start the use
of iWAM in your business
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Additional inclusions in the iWAM Retreat
● 3 nights accommodation ( 1 bedroom per participant in 2 bedroom
apartments) on the water at Urunga
● Transfers to and from Coffs harbour airport (approx. 25 minutes)
● Morning mediations – introduction to Mindfulness mind training
● Morning and afternoon teas and lunches provided
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The iWAM Retreat
is an innovative
and solid training
that will provide you with world class skills
in applying your understanding of
Metaprograms to your business, your
personal growth, your approach to
understanding and working with your
clients and building a passive income
stream in your business and an enjoyable,
fun experience. We hope you will join us!
Enquiries: Dr Marilyn Powell
(02) 6655 4227
Mobile: 0407 290 900
Email: dr.powell@eqatwork.com.au

Here is an appraisal by two of the participants
who attended this pilot program:
You have such a natural open style and shared so much more than I have
experienced from other courses. As I have said to my wife and others - this was
about as good as it gets in terms of a training. Subject matter that is fascinating, a
passionate and engaging teacher, location that was unique and energising and other
students who all had similar careers and interests. Wow!’
Richard Burton Innerzone Pty Ltd , September 2011.
I highly recommend doing the iWAM Certification in Urunga with Marilyn
Powell. Not just because iWAM is an amazing profiling tool that provides a
real and measurable catalyst for change, but also because Marilyn is warm,
enthusiastic and highly knowledgeable and Urunga is such a beautifully quiet place
to create the atmosphere for you to really enjoy the experience!
Tom Kelsall, Soul Farmer, September 2011

